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We might have the meal plan of Vien Huong from Oakland in the gallery. A menu can be found further down. Are
you currently at Vien Huong or planning a visit? Help us by uploading an overview of the dishes and drinks

here. What User likes about Vien Huong:
It's VH. Can't go wrong with getting #21. If you don't like this type of noodles, then you are wasting your time

reading any other of my reviews. Update: 07/10/2023 Another visit to VH. Had the #21 with mixed noodles (ho
fun yellow egg noodles) today. Yum, yum!... 08/14/2023: #21 with mixed noodles. Update: We frequent this

restaurant weekly. Can't have enough. read more. The restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and
thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. The visitors love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of

creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Vien Huong from Oakland, with its successful Asian fusion
cuisine - the perfect blend of familiar meets the adventurous world of fusion cuisine, On the menu there are also

several Asian meals. It's precisely the freshness and lightness together with the typical spices that not only
brings delectable dishes to the table, but also puts the customers into a pleasant holiday feeling temporarily,

Forbreakfast a hearty brunch is offered here.
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Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

�tra�
GINGER

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Noodle�
EGG NOODLES

Coffe�
COFFEE

M�Caf�® Coffee�
ICED COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

NOODLES

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

CHILI

ONION

ONIONS

TRAVEL

PORK MEAT

EGG
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